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EDITORIAL

Three items are collected in this year’s Tonic, and all of them of high documentary value,
and it is hoped that all of them are of interest to the readers.
Something of a rarity are the letters by which Robert Simpson, then in his position
as Director of Music of the Exploratory Concert Society (President Herbert Howells), enquired as to whether violinist Adolf Busch (1891–1952) might like to perform any Max
Reger string quartet in London. The mediation of Max Hinrichsen (1901–1965), son of
German music publisher Henri Hinrichsen (1868–1942; owner of C. F. Peters, disowned
by the Nazi regime in 1939, deported and killed at Birkenau), did not succeed, as can be
seen from Hedwig Busch’s draft of the letter of reply. The first two letters were kindly
donated to the BrüderBusch Archiv in the Max-Reger-Institut/Elsa-Reger-Stiftung, Karlsruhe, by Adolf Busch’s widow, Hedwig (1916–2006), in 2004 (shelfmarks B 2168/9
respectively), the third letter (shelfmark B 15839) can be found in the Archive as a photocopy. Angela Simpson, Thomas Busch, Peters Edition Ltd (Andrew Kemp) and the MaxReger-Institut (Professor Dr. Susanne Popp) have kindly agreed to their publication,
which sheds some light on Robert Simpson’s interest in promoting neglected repertoire.
The correspondence between William G. Bebbington (1915–2007) and Robert Simpson is illuminating in several respects. Not only does it show a friendship developing
over some ten years, going through the ups and downs of life, but it also presents two distinct personalities who not always agreed on matters of life and music, thus stimulating
each other to a considerable extent. Very kindly Mary Bebbington and Angela Simpson
have given permission for these letters to be published, which is gratefully acknowledged. The letters have been transcribed faithfully, including the headings which may
appear somewhat awkward but give a full impression of the original letters’ layout,
which Mr Bebbington donated to the RSS Archives in December 1996. Upon enquiry by
Terry Hazell Angela Simpson kindly donated Robert Simpson’s letters to William Bebbington to the Archive in October 2005. Additional material such as a poem by William
Bebbington and a review by Robert Simpson, both of which were mentioned in the correspondence, are supplied as a kind of extra; we are grateful for reproduction permission
from the publishing companies involved, Peterloo Poets, Calstock, Cornwall and the London Review of Books.
William Bebbington went to King’s School, Chester, and read English at Merton
College, Oxford, from 1934 to 1937, with Edmund Blunden and John Bryson as his tutors.
Then he spent a year at the Oxford Department of Education, and became a teacher. In
1972 he retired early from the post of Head of the English Department in a boys’ grammar school, and in 1976 moved to Sidmouth, East Devon.
The interview with Bruce Duffie was done via telephone on 5 January 1991. As
Duffie recalled: “From my home in Chicago I called the composer, whose home on the
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coast of Ireland was being battered by a heavy storm .....”. Mr Duffie has kindly permitted reproduction of the interview, portions of which were broadcast on WNIB in 1991 and
1996. Award-winning broadcaster Bruce Duffie was with WNIB, Classical 97 in Chicago
from 1975 until its final moment as a classical station in February of 2001. He now continues his broadcast series on WNUR-FM, as well as on Contemporary Classical Internet
Radio. For more details, and to read some of his other interviews with musicians, visit his
personal website (www.bruceduffie.com) or send him e-mail (duffie@voyager.net).
Jürgen Schaarwächter
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Dear Mr. Simpson,
I want to thank you in my husband’s name for your letter about the
Reger-Concerts. As you can imagine Mr. Busch would like it very much
to take this opportunity to perform these works of Reger. So he is very
sorry that he can not do it this time as he would not be in Europe during
the periods in question.
6
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May be another year the dates suit better.
I beg you to excuse this very late answer.
Yours sincerely
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Triumvirate

Once, almighty Caesar wore a careless gown,
And slapped his sandals on a dolphined floor,
Clicked his fingers, banged his palms, and conjured men,
Servants of the god, out of nowhere.
He committed glory, personified sin,
And did it all with a natural flair;
He took himself to be a lord of life,
Never doubted he was a beast with a brain,
Sentenced towns to death, had womanhood for wife;
And when he died the streets were packed with grief.
Later, the proud duke, robed in merchandise,
Used beauty to prove that he was right,
And, doubting himself, patronised the wise,
Consecrating his power to delight,
Concealing his faithlessness in galleries,
Walling up his guilt in palaces of art.
He lived an absolutely splendid lie
Told by everyone about him; no price
For golden domes and duchesses was too high;
And when he died all gasped at such a passing by.
Now, the big boss, anonymously dressed,
Cups a microphone between his veneered hands
And dictates from a concrete throne the latest
Monologue. He is millions of minds,
The private man with the public voice raised
To a grey, air-conditioned eminence.
He presides over filing cabinets;
Glory and power are his means to ends
He measures out, like love, in programmed notes;
And when he dies commuters raise their hats.

Julian Ennis, from At the Frontier
Harry Chambers/Peterloo Poets, Liskeard 1982
reproduced by kind permission
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THE CORRESPONDENCE OF ROBERT SIMPSON WITH WILLIAM G. BEBBINGTON
FROM ORIGINAL MATERIAL AT THE ROBERT SIMPSON SOCIETY ARCHIVES
EDITED BY JÜRGEN SCHAARWÄCHTER

ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
21 i 83
Dear Mr. Bebbington (or should I call you Julian1 ?!)
What a nice surprise, first to get a letter from you and then to have those fine poems,
which show what a subtly sensitive spirit you are; I need time to absorb them, because
they aren’t obvious, and although it’s easy enough to sense the nature of a poem, its
secrets don’t give themselves away at once. One that struck me forcibly first time was
‘Triumvirate’ – I’ve rarely encountered so succinct a treatment of what is optimistically
known as public opinion. It says everything.2
All this confirms my pleasure in meeting you both,3 and it’s a great pity we live so
far away from each other, or we could talk and talk. But at least I can try to return your
gesture with something of my own – a rather long quartet, fifty-four bloody minutes of
it. But it starts well enough, with a splendid tune by Haydn that’s a palindrome. Then,
alas, there are 32 palindromic variations on it, with a protracted fugue to add insult to
injury. Fortunately it’s very finely played.4 So I hope it won’t seem interminable. Of
course you might not have a cassette player, in which case you can both breathe deep
sighs of relief.
I’m glad you agree with me generally about the Proms;5 your conjectures about the
BBC’s response are entirely accurate; it was all sophistry in the defence of entrenched
positions, and I expected nothing else. But somebody had to have a go. Who knows – in

1

Bebbington’s letter of 28. 12. 1997 to Lionel Pike, then Archivist of the Robert Simpson Society Archives, explains ‘The
reference to “Julian” in 21. i. 83 is to my pen-name for poems, “Julian Ennis”.’
2 See the poem Triumvirate, p. 8. Reproduced from At the Frontier (p. 61) by kind permission of Harry Chambers/Peterloo Poets, Calstock, Cornwall (formerly Liskeard). At the Frontier was published in 1982.
3 In his letter already quoted in note 1, Bebbington recalls the first (and only) meeting with Robert Simpson “when he
was lecturing at an Urchfont weekend on Haydn’s symphonies. We were good companions at the table and during the
lectures, and we spent the Saturday afternoon visiting local churches; and it was symptomatic of his generous spirit
that after so brief an encounter he should sent me such long and significant letters.” Urchfont Manor, between Salisbury and Swindon, has become the home of regular courses of the most diverse kind.
4 String Quartet No. 9, here probably in the first broadcast performance by the Delmé Quartet of 18 January 1983.
5 Cf. Robert Simpson’s The Proms and Natural Justice, Toccata Press, London 1981.
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twenty years’ time someone might suddenly wake up – that is if there’s anyone around.
Thanks for the misprints! I had spotted them, too late – I’m the world’s worst proof reader. But we’ll get it right in another edition, if any.
I do hope either that you’ll be this way or we’ll be yours, sometime. We must certainly maintain mental contact, at least. Kindest thoughts to you both.
Bob

ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
3. ii 83.
Dear Mr. Bebbington.
Never mind – it will be repeated on Radio 3 (it was broadcast last week, as the
enclosed Listener report shows – but perhaps you’ve seen that). I’m going through what’s
euphemistically known as a “fallow” period at the moment – something I never enjoy.
Soon I hope to start sailing again.
I haven’t been to the Barbican6 yet – the outside looks like the entrance to a coal
mine. From what I hear of the acoustic over the radio, it seems rather congested. It will
be even more congested when London is flattened.7 I’m now fiercely involved in the
peace campaign – it’s probably hopeless, but if no-one makes an effort it’s certainly hopeless! At least there are some signs that it’s making some inroads – but enough? We must
keep at it.
All the best!
Bob

6
7

The Barbican Arts Centre opened in 1982 and celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2007.
For Robert Simpson’s affiliation to the CND cf. the letter of 9 October 1984.
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ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
14 x 83
Dear William
I’m delighted to hear from you again, and hope all’s well with you both. Glad you
heard some of the programmes: the 10th quartet was finished this morning!8 I don’t know
about ‘private’ – certainly I don’t compose in public! I suppose anything serious is private
before it communicates, as I hope my music does.
Excuse this rush to catch the post – if ever I’m your way I’ll let you know, and expect
vice versa also!!
As ever
Bob*
* Only those who wish to be poisonously polite call me Robert.

ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
30 xi 83
Dear William.
Delighted to get your note. I know exactly what you mean by ‘private’ and share
your preference for music that is more concerned to get itself right than to storm people’s
emotions. It can still be very aggressive, but that’s power, not mere fury. The first movement of the 9th symphony is overwhelming precisely because it is so magnificently objective. For me, Beethoven, Bach, and Haydn are the three greatest and most objective composers. All the others fall (sometimes ever so little!) short, even Mozart!
Buried in work at the moment. Let’s hope we’ll be able to get together some time!
Love to you both
Bob

8

String Quartet No. 10 ‘For Peace’, premiered by the Coull String Quartet in Hazlemere on 22 September 1984.
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ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
8 iii 84
Dear William,
Many thanks for your letter. I’m delighted to hear you can now play cassette tapes,
and will send you anything else you may want. The Delmé have just recorded the 7th + 8th
quartets and will do No. 9 next week.9 They will be available on Hyperion records, some
time this year. Faber’s should eventually be publishing 8 + 9 + I hope 10 as well. No. 11
is the next commission I have. This year is going to be really tough – I have commissions
to be delivered before Xmas – a quartet, a trio (horn, vln, pfte) and a violin sonata with
pfte – none of them trifles! Then a 9th symphony next year for the Bournemouth S. O.
Interesting what you say about Schubert. I agree that one or two finales are less than
successful, but those of the D min quartet, the A major piano sonata, and the great
C major symphony are among the greatest of all finales after Beethoven. Others are also
underrated – and there are several marvellous ones in the piano sonatas. One of these
days I’d like to do you a week-end on Schubert! He didn’t really need those lessons –
there’s some miraculous counterpoint in his song accompaniments, for instance. But he
was over-modest, and still terribly young – what a disaster! What would have happened
to music if he had lived into the 1860s?
All the best to you both,
As ever
Bob

ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
9 x 84
Dear William,
Delighted to hear from you, and not a bit bored by your diatribes, which strike a
more than sympathetic chord! I’m pleased you heard No. 7; it went very well, unlike most
first performances of symphonies, as opposed to quartets. I’ve now got an awful mass of

9

Both CDs were reviewed in Gramophone only in February 1990.
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work to do – enough commissions to keep me out of mischief till well into 1987. A horn
trio (same instruments as Brahms) is just done.10 Next is a violin sonata (with pfte.), than
a 9th symphony (God save us!!) for the Bournemouth S. O. After that a big organ work for
a Danish organist,11 then a piano trio for an American ensemble, then a violin Concerto
for Ruggiero Ricci. Life’s just beginning! Lecturing is almost out of the question in these
circumstances, though I am doing a week-end on Beethoven’s symphonies at Theobald’s
(nr. Epping, Essex) February 15–17.
I do so agree with you about CND.12 Mind you, if some of these speakers keep
insisting that the ‘enemy’ is Russia, it makes nonsense of the accusations that the movement is financed by the USSR! We’re still very active in the peace movement – we’re
going to Barrow-in-Furness on Oct. 2; Even though CND doesn’t go far enough, the peace
movement is the only faint glimmer of hope for the species, in my view. The whole violent history of the race has culminated in a technology with which it can and will destroy
itself unless it gives up violence. So pacifism is the only answer, in both sensibility and
logic. I don’t understand why such simple reasoning has escaped even many intelligent
people. Some kind of madness, I suppose, typified by all the things we see around us,
such as you describe in Oxford. I don’t believe such a miraculous change in “humanity”
will take place – only a romantic fool would – so it seems certain to me that sooner or later
the disaster will occur and the species will prove to have been a wrong turning in evolution, despite the marvellous things it has achieved (or a tiny minority of its individuals).
Why do I still compose? Because to give up would be impossible. Sometimes I feel like
the insect that continues to eat while it is itself being eaten! Now I’m in my sixties I feel
younger than ever and will at least go down with some kind of dignity. After all, if there’s
nobody left to appreciate Bach + Beethoven, Rembrandt + Shakespeare, what does it matter about my efforts? But I have to do it, and hope it will reach a few hearts and minds
while there’s still time.
Those of us who possess a little feeling for what’s good and lasting (while it lasts!)
must hang on to it. That’s as good a reason as any for keeping in touch with each of them!
Kindest regards to you both –
Yours in peace!
Bob

10

Premiered by the Festival Trio of London at the University of Essex on 8 May 1985.
Cf. note 14.
12 In British politics, the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament has been at the forefront of the peace movement in the
United Kingdom and claims to be Europe’s largest single-issue peace campaign; it was founded in 1958. In the early
1980s the organisation underwent a major revival, as tensions between the superpowers rose with the deployment of
American Pershing II cruise missiles in Western Europe and SS20s in the Soviet Bloc countries and the Thatcher government replacing the Polaris armed submarine fleet with Trident. Much of National CND’s historical archive is at the
Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick and the London School of Economics, although records of local and
regional groups are spread throughout the country in public and private collections.
11
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ROBERT SIMPSON, D.Mus. (Dunelm)
CEDAR COTTAGE
CHEARSLEY
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HP18 0DA
TEL: LONG CRENDON (STD CODE 0844) 208436
12 x 84
Dear William.
Sorry! I think the Seven Last Words [by Haydn] is a great work, but most successful in its original (purely orchestral) version. Mind you – all those adagios need to be prepared for! The other question I failed to answer was why the delay in the performance of
Symph. VII.?13 It was originally composed to go on a record with No. 2, written for the
same orchestra (same as Beethoven No. 1). The scheme was ditched by the company
(RCA) but the work was written in the meantime. It simply lay on the shelf, partly
because most of the people who wanted to do it didn’t much impress me, & I discouraged
them. Nothing worse than a bad first performance!
Ricci I met once many years ago, and I doubt if he remembers me personally – I was
then just another radio producer to him. The commission came as a result of his hearing
my 8th quartet on the radio a few weeks ago. Extraordinary chap, Bronx accent, like James
Cagney. I remember his comments after recording a couple of Paganini concertos with
the LSO back in the 1950s – “Gee, some of them guys can hardly play!”
Best to you both, as ever
Bob

Cedar Cottage, Chearsley. Bucks HP18 0DA
0844 208436

15 iv 85

Dear William,
Sorry not to have replied at once; the usual scramble to cope! I’m slogging away –
half into a big organ work now, called Eppur si muove – Galileo’s supposed mutter after
recanting – Yet it does move!14 After this comes symphony IX, for Bournemouth SO –
maybe within reach of you eventually! I’m doing a week-end on Bruckner’s 1st and 8th
symphonies at Theobald’s (Waltham Cross), June 14–16, 1986. Then will be some before
that at Missenden Abbey – dates not fixed yet, but I’ll let you know as soon as I do. I agree
about the Seven Last Words – heard some of it, but couldn’t stand the interludes! The
tempi were too slow. But I found Kremer’s team too succulent. The original orchestral
version is the best, I think.

13

First performed by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Brian Wright on 3 October 1984.
First performed only on 25 May 1988 by Christopher Bowers-Broadbent at Marylebone Parish Church, London, not
by celebrated Danish organist Svend Aage Spange, for whom it was intended.
14
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Just heard as I write! Missenden – ‘The Nature of the Symphony’ – November 29,
30, Dec. 1. Others – Schumann’s Orchestral Music, and another course not yet decided –
to follow – may be on my own works, by [ 15] request. I’m doing a day-school at Bristol
University (open to the public) on Carl Nielsen, Oct 26.
I hope you’re both flourishing. Let’s hope it won’t be too long before we can meet
again!
Best greetings to you both,
As ever
Bob
P.s. I’m supposed to be at Dartington for a couple of days in August – don’t know precisely which dates yet. Maybe we could drop in en passant?

from ROBERT SIMPSON
CEDAR COTTAGE CHEARSLEY BUCKS HP18 ODA Tel 0844 208436 17 xii 85
Dear William and Mary,
Many thanks for your card. I wish we could have got together this year: things seem
to have conspired against it. Now we’ll be moving out of Thatcherland! In February we’re
going to SW Ireland, County Kerry, than which there can’t be any more beautiful region
in the world. We went there on holiday in August, roaming around in our little van, and
we fell totally in love with the place and the refreshingly relaxed people, so free from the
destructive brainwashing rife in this country. They may be handicapped by the Roman
church, but at least they are warm and spontaneous, and ready to talk about literally anything. We want to go there for the peace and simplicity, and will count it a bonus to be
out of a country of which we’re getting increasingly ashamed, and which is now literally
an occupied country. As you may have heard (though the ‘media’ have been significantly silent on the subject) this government made a secret agreement in 1983 with the US that
in the event of an emergency (to be decided by the Americans, not us) our gallant allies
will be empowered to take over most British seaports, airports, road and rail systems,
telephonic and related communications, about thirty of the biggest hospitals, to clear
whole areas of the country, bulldozing houses without consultation, to impress British
civilians into forced labour, and to arrest, imprison, or execute any deemed ‘subversive’.
The public remain asleep. I think of Germany in the early 1920s when everyone said those
ridiculous Nazis would never get anywhere. So we’ll feel well out of it!
From February 18 our address will be Síocháin, Killelton, near Camp, Tralee, Co.
Kerry, Republic of Ireland (Tralee 30169). If you can ever manage it, you’ll be as welcome
as the month of May, and it will cost you only your fares, to stay as long as you can. We’d
love to see you there. It’s beautiful beyond description. There’s a chance that I might be
in Dartington again in summer 1987; they want me to write a string quintet for that year
and be there for the first performance. At the moment it’s Symphony No. 9! About half

15
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done, for the Bournemouth SO, spring 1987.16 The Liverpool Phil. without pressure or
prompting from anyone, are planning a whole week of my music in November next year,
with a first performance of some variations on a theme of Nielsen,17 two symphonies
(Nos. 6 + 7) (these to be recorded immediately afterwards),18 and a string quartet, with
attendant talks. There may also be another chamber concert. The whole thing depends,
apparently, on whether the RLPS’s subsidy is drastically reduced as a result of cuts to the
Arts Council and the abolition of the Merseyside Council along with all the other metropolitan local authorities. My motto is ‘Enjoy your expectations in retrospect!’ Thatcherism
is poisoning every aspect of our lives, even the innocent practice of music.
I hope you’re both well and that somehow we’ll manage to see each other, some time!
All the very best from us both.
Bob.

from ROBERT SIMPSON
CEDAR COTTAGE CHEARSLEY BUCKS HP18 ODA Tel 0844 208436 7 i 86
Dear William,
You will both always be more than welcome in Ireland if you want a holiday that
will cost no more than your fares! Don’t allow the inevitable to depress you — be angry,
but not depressed. Anger can have a just dignity; depression is surrender and collapse.
You have the character to survive with elan! We must always make ourselves clear, even
when met with blank incomprehension. Whither? Almost certainly nowhere – so we’re
driven to attempting the best of ourselves in spite of everything.
I’ve heard no more yet about a fiddle concerto for Ricci; perhaps he’s thought better of it. If so, I don’t mind; there are other things I’d rather do. For years I’ve been dreaming about a big choral thing – a sort of non-religious ‘Creation’ – the formation of the solar
system, the evolution of life into plant and animal kingdoms, the aggressiveness of the
latter, the emergence of intelligence, the outstripping of wisdom by technology, the
human species’ survival of its own violence UNTIL........UNLESS. The final choice that
must be made. Non-violence or non-existence (these words Martin Luther King’s, but following similar thoughts of Ghandi and Einstein). Suddenly I had the idea to write to
E.P.Thompson (now there’s a real man for you!); we had lunch with him, and to my
delight he agreed to have a go at devising a suitable text. We can’t get started for another three years or so; I have a lot of commissions and he, as you can imagine, is totally
absorbed in all kinds of work for the peace movement. He gave up all his professional
historical work for it, and all the proceeds of his writing has gone to the peace movement.
His wife still lectures at Warwick University, so I suppose they manage on that. Won-

16

Premiered by the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley at the Poole Arts Centre on 8
April 1987.
17 Premiere performance on 26 November 1986 by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Richard
Hickox.
18 The CD recordings took place on 3 and 4 September 1987, conducted by Vernon Handley.
16
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derful chap – I admire him immensely, and even more so after meeting him and having
a long talk with him. So that’s something to look forward to.
This ‘emergency’ – not necessarily a war, but simply when the Americans decide to
take the powers they have been offered. They can do that at any time, and the propaganda will convince the stupid populace that there is an ‘emergency’.
Cheer up – it’s even worse than we can imagine!
Love to you both, as ever,
Bob

from ROBERT SIMPSON
SÍOCHÁIN, KILLELTON, near CAMP, TRALEE, Co.KERRY. EIRE. Tel 010-353-66 30213 (Tralee 30213) 20 ix 89
Dear William,
I was delighted to hear from you and to read your shrewd observations about ‘Four
Quartets’. This title has always puzzled me, but not being very close to Eliot I’ve always
merely wondered and then forgotten about it. Since poetry has always seemed to me
essentially an essay in accuracy (as is music) the question of titles has always been difficult – if all elements in a poem contribute to its integrity, then so must the title – is it not
part of the whole, if it is carefully chosen? Like the main body of the poem, it is words,
but the title of a piece of music being words, differs in material from the main body of the
musical work, and may therefore be regarded in a different light, perhaps no more than
a verbal hint at something beyond the scope of the word itself – like ‘Eroica’; in that case
the music ‘says’ something vastly exceeding the usual understanding of the word ‘heroic’. But verbal poetry is all words, so the title must somehow be part of it – if it’s to have
relevance. I specify ‘verbal’ poetry because Beethoven (with a more just sense of achievement than most artists in the world are entitled to) referred to himself as a ‘tone poet’
(Tondichter) if asked his profession.
I don’t know, any more than you do, what ‘Four Quartets’ means and with you I
doubt if Eliot did. It also begs the question of ‘form’. If the title and the poem are one,
being all words, they must constitute the form of the poem. Many critics confuse the issue
by trying to distinguish between ‘form’ and ‘content’. There can be no such distinction –
even a minimal attempt to alter one will alter the other. The form of the whole is changed.
The finest art is that in which all elements are in the end inseparable, and it’s this I find
myself demanding when using, for instance, the word ‘symphonic‘, which has no literal
meaning but only an association with a certain kind of musical thought, at first connected with its highest development in orchestral music but generally applicable to any largescale music that exhibits deep growth, whether it be piano sonata, string quartet, or whatever. As you rightly point out, the term ‘quartet’ is merely statistical, whereas
‘symphonic’ has become attached very clearly to a certain level of musical thought, usually on a certain scale (though not always – it can be surprisingly brief in which case the
genius of it informs a power of suggestion far beyond the physical dimensions of the
piece itself). If a verbal poet wants to match that kind of thought, he would have to make
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use of a title suggesting the fact – which ‘quartets’ (in plural or singular) does not. It’s a
long time since I read those poems and you prompt me to return to them as soon as possible.
A lot of nonsense is talked about musical ‘forms’. Fugue, for instance isn’t a ‘form’:
a fugue is a piece of music entirely written in fugue, and you can’t speak of ‘a fugue’ any
more than you can speak of ‘a blank verse’. A generalized pattern for ‘sonata form’ did
not appear until Czerny proposed it, after Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven! It was a mistake to call it a ‘form’ – it’s the kind of music that happens naturally if tonality is felt in a
certain way; this produces recognisable consistencies, but the practice of Haydn is so different from Mozart’s that a textbook pattern becomes impossible. ‘Sonata’ needs to be
thought of as an approach, a way of generating music, rather than a ‘form’. Sibelius’s Seventh Symphony bears no resemblance to the schoolbook plan of ‘Sonata Form’ – but it is
as much dependant on ‘sonata thinking’ as Mozart’s G minor string quintet. Tovey is
helpful here, as also on the question of fugue.
I was amused by the BBC’s unsurprising ignorance – some little girl just out of
school no doubt. If you had written to Radio 3 Music Dept. you would have got the
answer at once.
We’re much enjoying living in this magnificent part of the world: our house is about
300 feet up the slope of a 2500ft mountain called Gearhane, on the Dingle Peninsula. We
have a stupendous view of the Atlantic, mountains, miles of beautiful empty sandy
beaches, green fields – a dream come true. We’ve met nothing but warmth and kindness
here – the Irish, perhaps from their unthinkable sufferings in the past, have a natural fellow feeling. They really do care about each other and if anyone is in trouble the whole
neighbourhood drops everything. Most people here are astonishingly generous and honest, and mostly without prejudice – not as in the North! The population in Kerry is 937.
Catholic of course, but not long ago the local Protestant church held a ‘bring and buy’ to
raise funds for its own purposes – nearly all the Catholics turned up and spent hundreds
of pounds. I’ve no room for any of these superstitions but am greatly impressed by the
essential decency and tolerance of people here. It’s perhaps also due to the small population of the Republic – about 3 1/2 million as opposed to about 60 million in Britain – far
too many, and Thatcher on top of it! The recipe for ‘aggro’! We are glad to be in a neutral
unoccupied country and wouldn’t come back to Britain for worlds. I can work in peace
and Angela is working as speech therapist for two charitable societies, trying to help
mentally and physically handicapped children communicate. This takes immense
patience and skill and she has all the qualities needed. My work seems to be going well
and the recent recording of my Ninth Symphony has just won a Gramophone Award as
the best recording of contemporary music of the year.19 The latest is a roaring piece for
brass band called Vortex, commissioned by the Yorkshire Imperial Band, one of the best
in the country, in a field where the skill of amateurs is astonishing. The title simply refers
to the fact that the piece all disappears down one note, a Plughole Note if we must have
some musical technical terms. The end is a fearsome hissing suction culminating in a
colossal Splat or Glug, in a bath of gargantuan dimensions, fit for a brontosaurus.
19
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Recorded by the same forces who had premiered the work on 7 and 8 February 1988 at the Poole Arts Centre.
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We have made many friends here. Come and see for yourself if you don’t know the
wild west! You will both be welcome, and we can put you up comfortably, with your own
bathroom. We get plenty of visitors here in the summer, so we need to know in good time
when you want to come, and how long you want to stay with us. and it will cost you only
your fares!
Enclosed is a little essay in criticism of my own, done in some haste for the London
Review of Books – one or two bits might amuse you.20 Psychologists do ask for it sometimes. Let’s keep in touch.
The very best to you both, as ever,
Bob

William G. Bebbington
Westroyd
43 Primley Road
Sidmouth
Devon EX10 9LF
Telephone Sidmouth 2113
15. x. 89
Dear Bob,
Many thanks for your letter and the “little essay in criticism.” Yes, psychologists do ask
for it sometimes, especially Freudian psychoanalysts, who see the phallus and all the rest
of the paraphernalia everywhere and are boringly repetitious. I have Maynard Solomon’s
Granada–Panther book on Beethoven, in which he is obsessionally anxious to show how
‘ill’ Beethoven was in all sorts of ways, not least in his ‘nobility pretence.’21
But I’m among those (heretics) who don’t want biography except in its own separate right. That Keats and Mozart died young has nothing to do with the Odes and the
‘Haffner’ compositions; Byron’s malformed foot has nothing to do with The Two Foscari;
nor has Beethoven’s deafness any relevance to the Missa Solemnis. And so on. I’ve always
been grateful to whatever has obliterated almost all – if not actually all – the details of
Shakespeare’s life (whoever he was). What a heretic! An heresiarch indeed!
–
We couldn’t come to your weekend course on Haydn’s The Seasons as we were
already booked for in for Bernard Shaw at Dartington (whither we go again in December
for a weekend on Leonardo da Vinci).
We go to Dillington next moth for a weekend on Bach at Leipzig, the lecturer being
Alan Farnill22 of Bristol University; we’ve been on courses by him about Schubert,
Mozart, and Beethoven’s late quartets. Do you know him? And we shall be at Dillington
again in February for a weekend on Liszt by Christopher Headington.
–
20

London Review of Books, 14 September 1989, p. 18. The review is reprinted here on pp. 29–31.
Maynard Solomon, Beethoven, originally published by G. Schirmer in New York, 1977, paperback Granada Panther,
1980.
22 The name was kindly confirmed by Margaret Peirson, University of Bristol (as it is officially called).
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We listened to the interview with you on the BBC about your string trio, and to the
trio itself (interrupted by an unexplained ‘technical hitch’).
Congratulations on your Gramophone Award. And I wish I could hear “Vortex.”23
–
We would envy you your “dream come true” if we did not ourselves live by the sea
with the cliff-top walks east and west and all the splendour of the Devon landscape and
the nearness of Dorset, a county packed with beauty and literary, architectural and historical importance. You do have less people to deal with, however and that’s on your side
these days.
–
“I’ve no room for any of these superstitions ...” Some superstition, though, Christianity. Never mind Roman Catholicism, Protestants, Methodists, Holy Rollers, any of
‘em: be with the spirit of the Pities [sic] in Hardy’s The Dynasts who watched the coronation of Napoleon in Milan cathedral and remembered ‘a local cult called Christianity’:
“I did not recognise it here, forsooth;
Though in its early, loving-kindly days
Of gracious purpose it was much to me.”
And the Sermon of the Mount was – and is – far, far more than a mere public speech on
social responsibility.
–
When you gave me that tape of your 9th string quartet, I had no machine to play it
on; now I have two machines and nearly 400 tapes! and Haydn still is at the head of Division One; I mean numerically.
–
Please come and ‘do’ a weekend course at Dillington and/or Dartington.
–
And so into this devilish labyrinth chasing ‘form’ and ‘content’ and ‘method’ and
failing to find them and the way out.
You say that one “can’t speak of ‘a fugue’ any more than you can speak of ‘a blank
verse’”: but, just before, you wrote: “a fugue is a piece of music entirely written in fugue”!
So, in the New Oxford Companion to Music, A. M. Tucker says: “Fugue is a style of composition rather than a principle of form” and then talks about ‘the fugue,’ ‘a fugue’ and
‘fugues’; and Denis Arnold says: “This is not strictly a form so much as a ‘concept’ or ‘texture’” and then writes about ‘a fugue’ and ‘fugues.’ ‘Rather than’ and ‘not strictly’ .... hm.
Anyway, indefinite and definite articles, and in the plural. The ‘Grosse Fuge’ [sic] of
Beethoven; Bach’s preludes & fugues ...
And you can speak of ‘a blank verse’: “Milton wrote a blank verse that all subsequent poets have failed not to imitate.” Cf. “Dante wrote a terza rima24 that is the envy of
all later poets who have used the method (or form).” Or “the government acted with a
swiftness that surprised everyone,” “The beauty of the rose” and so on.

23
24

Premiered on 6 July 1990 by the IMI Yorkshire Imperial Band conducted by Geoffrey Brand at the Leeds Town Hall.
Nowadays usually spelled „tersa rima“.
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Yet no one speaks of ‘blank verses’ or ‘terze rime.’
Chopin did not compose a minor key, but he did compose in one.
And: the sonnet, whether Miltonic or Shakespearean or of any other ‘kind,’ maybe
a method of verse-writing and poetic thinking. But the method generates the sonnetform. Does not a musical composition ‘entirely written in fugue,’ or composed fugally,
finally exist, has it not become, a fugue? Fugue, therefore, is a form produced by the fugal
method.
As for ‘content’ and ‘form,’ well, which comes first? or are they Siamese twins?
Chaucer and Pope both used the ‘heroic couplet,’ but what a difference in the contents of
The Canterbury Tales and The Dunciad! and compare Spenser and Byron using the
Spenserian stanza. It looks as if the artist can use any form to contain any subject; two
poets can use the same method (or form) for wholly different contents and purposes. Is
this not also true in music? Are there not ‘comic fugues’?
A devilish labyrinth all this, and there’s a devilish lot more to say and ask. How
many libraries exist and are yet to be formed about it?
Still, you know libraries more about music than I do, and so, having made a few
sounds of wonder and doubt, I also make my bow and, for the moment at least, retire.
–
Mary joins me in sending you affectionate and good wishes,
Sincerely,
William.

from ROBERT SIMPSON
SÍOCHÁIN, KILLELTON, near CAMP, TRALEE, Co.KERRY. EIRE. Tel 010-353-66 30213 (Tralee 30213) 6 xi 89
Dear William.
Many thanks for your, as always, stimulating letter. I suppose strictly you’re right
about there being such a thing as ‘a fugue’, but the mistake that’s always being made is
to suppose that fugue is a stereotyped form. Many textbooks used to promote this fallacy, and Tovey was rightly provoked into hostility to them. And I stick to my view that
‘form’ and ‘content’ are identical even in bad work.
I wish I could comment as I ought on your reference to the sermon on the mount as
being far more than a ‘mere’ speech on moral responsibility. What’s ‘mere’ about that,
assuming you accept the concept of ‘moral responsibility’, which I find I can’t, rejecting
as I must the illusion of freewill. If the human race has enough individuals of the requisite quality it will survive. If it hasn‘t, it won‘t. I can‘t say I’m optimistic. Violence has to
be eradicated, and how? Now that we have the means to destroy ourselves, it’s violence
itself, the source of the technology, that has to go. Perhaps the entire biological system on
this planet is flawed by its dependence on violence; we are the upshot, and perhaps the
fulfilment of the seeds of its own destruction. There could be in this vast universe systems
not so flawed – we could perhaps be in a wrong turning somewhere. There must be plenty of those in the incalculable immensities. Those of us who get a glimmer of something
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healthy have to nurture it somehow; if we’re artists, we try to do it in our work, and also
in our behaviour, to spread a little sanity about us wherever we can.* ‘Faith’ or ‘superstition’ has no place in all this, for me at any rate, nor adherence to any creed or construct
devised to comfort.
So, with these sunny thoughts, I have to go on with a whole lot of other letters I’ve
been grievously neglecting. I hope we can continue these exchanges, though you may feel
my views are too wild to argue with! But there isn’t a more important subject in the
world.
Warmest good wishes to you both, as always,
Bob
* Not all of us!

43, Primley Road,
Sidmouth,
Devon,
EX10 9LF.
19. iv. 90
Dear Bob,
Just to keep in touch.
How are you and Mrs. S.?
How go (or come) the compositions and the performances and the lectures and the
weekend courses and the personal appearances and the broadcasts and the articles (and
books?) ...? Are you still to compose a concerto for Ruggiero Ricci (one hears nothing of
him these days)?
–
Having been, & still being, under a private cloud this year I have done little and
been (almost) nowhere. I have continued recording from BBC 3, however – in defiance of
its disc-jockeys – and playing my own tapes: couldn’t carry on without music.
–
I see that Ronald Smith – most of whose Alkan I have on tape – has recorded Chopin
recently.25 I taught him ‘English’ at the Lewes County School before the war. Do you
know him personally?
–
I lament the way in which this country celebrated Mandela’s release at Wembley: it
was an insult to him, all that ‘orrible Pop & Rock and thousands of besotted teenagers
whose next visit to the place will be to scream with the ‘orrible Rolling Stones.
But “it’s always the same wherever one goes”: Manchester Strangeways, the B.M.A.,
the N.U.T. Conference (you can’t agree with anything said by Militant Tendency without
being influenced by it), the City, sport, Covent Garden ... everywhere, from John
O’Groats to Land’s End (privately owned now), is a crime-and-Pop/Rock-soaked rub-

25
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Ronald Smith in those days largely recorded for EMI.
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bish-tip ruled by Mammon (I must send some mammonmas cards for December 25th).
And as for the Soviet Union ...! Corrupted and bloodstained by Stalin and being finally
annihilated by Gorbachev. The statues of Lenin are being pulled down to be replaced by
ones of Mrs. Thatcher (or Mr. Bush). Still, communism, like the Christianity whose earthly form it is, is too hard for most human beings to practise: it’s possible only in monasteries & nunneries – and haven’t always been popular there!
It’s not just being jaundiced but a genuine reaction of mind & spirit to the rottenness
of the contemporary world, which is more rotten, I’m sure, than any previous world was
– and that is saying something! Quite simply I loathe it. And then I turn – as I would hope
to turn in my monastery – to Bach & Leonardo & Beethoven & Raphael, to Shakespeare
& William Morris, to Brunelleschi & Adam ... And the I turn to what is all about me as I
write – still daffodils & primroses, violets (“suddenly blooming at my feet”), apple-blossom, the rapid clouds, the violent sea, the gulls & oystercatchers & cormorants, Devon ...
All the things which the lager-louts in charge at the BBC & everywhere else, headed by
the royal proles, cannot spoil whatever they do or plan to do. The Jesus Christ who has
just given them some more days of leisure is unaffected by being accused of Superstardom.
–
It’s always a pleasure to write to you, even in the certainty that my senile/adolescent ‘thoughts’ may bore, irritate, even offend you. Because I’m also certain that I shall
have a reply, which will give me greater pleasure. And – anyway – I haven’t bothered you
this time with my ignorance of fugues & sonatas & all the other musical realities & fantasies, about which, of course, I ought to know more but which, in my long run, have
nothing to do with what happens when I listen to, say, Beethoven’s piano-sonata Op. 109.
–
Best regards to you & Mrs. S.
from William (& Mary)

from ROBERT SIMPSON
SÍOCHÁIN, KILLELTON, near CAMP, TRALEE, Co.KERRY. EIRE. Tel 010-353-66 30213 (Tralee 30213) 23 iv 90
Dear William.
Many thanks for your letter, welcome though gloomy! I share your disquiet and
agree that the world is rottener than it has ever been, and likely to progress in the same
direction. We have to make our own compensations and hang on to the good things we
can still find. For me a great compensation is and always has been the impossibility of
exhausting works of genius. I can still listen to Beethoven (or just contemplate him) freshly, discovering new depths all the time. As a boy my first great discovery was the Pastoral Symphony and it has never failed me since – still I feel I’ve only just begun to relish
the delights of trying to understand it. Attempting to compose myself, I still experience
excitement at learning from such things, and remember Beethoven’s remark about the
late quartets – ‘I haven’t studied enough, but thank God there is less lack of imagination
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than before’. I love Tovey’s question – ‘What is it we all try to learn from the Great Masters, and why can we never learn it?’ Answer – ‘How to get out of a hole, and because
they never get into one’. Nice, though not altogether true. I could show you a passage in
the finale of the Jupiter Symphony where Mozart gets himself out of a hole – the famous
quintuple counterpoint actually doesn’t work in one position, so he cuts out one bar to
jump over the problem and it turns out to be a stroke of genius, suddenly creating extra
tension at exactly the right moment. In Beethoven’s Op. 31, No.2 he wants to go off the
keyboard with notes that aren’t there, and makes a virtue of necessity with a stunning
stroke.
I absolutely agree with what you say about what’s happening in East Europe. Those
poor people think they are stepping into a new lease of life – they are in for a shock. If
real communism had ever existed it would have been impregnable. Nobody would have
wanted to abandon it. Alas, alas, this violent species, the end-product of a violent evolution, will never be able to live pacifically, communally in the true sense. Killing and eating is the rule on this planet, accounting for most of the aggression, the greed and ultimately the rottenness, not only of human society but of the whole biosystem. If we go on
inflicting violence on our speechless, defenceless fellow creatures, how can we hope to
stop inflicting it on each other? In the vastness of this universe it must be possible that
somewhere there is a biosystem not based on violence, that hasn’t taken this disastrous
wrong turning, that naturally develops a contemplative consciousness. Who could deny
the possibility. We aren’t it!
But there are little pockets of dim awareness in us that all is not well – there are
good, positive people, fine artists and thinkers, there is altruism in places though these
are nothing compared to what might be possible in other circumstances. Nevertheless
they are glimmers of hope, however small, and we have to do the best we can. Their mere
existence is a tiny point of light – who knows by what astonishing turn they might
become a blaze? Like you I’m far from optimistic, but I think we both go on trying to contribute something to this little positive part of the world, whether by creative work or
(even more vital) by the way we try to live. The future of the race depends on the qualities of its individuals, and we have to start with ourselves, E.P.Thompson (a man of rare
integrity) said ‘We must recognise that the Other is ourselves’ (referring to the apparent
need of a society to have an enemy).
Enough! I’m merely extruding words. Hold on to the best wherever you find it.
I haven’t answered your questions. We are both all right. Angela is working hard at
speech therapy (with handicapped children) and I’m plugging away steadily, a bit
annoyed by continual pain with spondylitis and sciatica. But I’ve just finished Quartet
No. 1426 and am now embarked on an 11th symphony,27 with plenty of commissions still
to be tackled after that. No more from Ricci, after quite a long time – perhaps he has now
stopped playing. I have no yearning to write another violin concerto and have scrapped
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Premiered by the Vanbrugh Quartet at the Bank of Ireland, Dublin on 14 May 1991.
Premiered by the City of London Sinfonia conducted by Matthew Taylor at the Malvern Festival on 23 May 1992;
recorded by the same forces to complete the Hyperion Symphonies CD series on 11 and 12 December 2003, six years
after Robert Simpson’s death.
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the other one I wrote back in the 1950s. Next year I have the trauma of being 70 and it
looks as if there may be compensations in the way of performances and recordings, which
will be agreeable. The 10th symphony will get its first performance in Liverpool next January, to be followed by a London performance at a Royal Philharmonic Society concert
on January 30. I shall be composer in residence at the Cheltenham Festival, which will
contain a number of performances, including the 11th symphony, a new flute concerto, a
piano trio, some new piano variations on a theme of Beethoven, and some string quartets.
These details aren’t settled but look very likely. Hyperion now want to record all my symphonies and quartets, so things are ticking over pleasantly now. Life here in Ireland is
conducive to quiet thought and nearly every day I take the dogs to the sea, where I also
love to be. I’ve just bought a boat, a great extravagance – haven’t used it yet, but soon!
Love to you both, as ever,
Bob

Westroyd, 43 Primley Road, Sidmouth, Devon, EX10 9LF.
6. xii. 90
Dear Bob,
In your letter of April 23rd (important day in the calendar)28 you said: “We are both
all right”; and I was most glad to know that. So how are you both now? Just as “all right,”
I hope.
And how go your compositions, their performances, the new commissions, the
Simpson festivals, the personal appearances, and the lectures and week-ends? When are
you going to come near us again so that we may learn some more from you and – obviously – see you? On April 23rd you wrote: “No more from Ricci, after quite a long time –
perhaps he has now stopped playing.” Still no more? For we heard the two interviews
with him on BBC 3 some months ago when he came to London to give a recital during
the Paganini junketings; and I have been told that he was giving master-classes in Aldeburgh during the summer also.
–
I agree with most of your analysis of “the whole biosystem”, and that “If real communism had ever existed it would have been impregnable.” Unlike you, however, I am a
Christian, believing all that Christ was, is, did and said to be as true and therefore essential as beauty in art, the sun, and – you will not miss the point – a home-made pasty.
There is – for me – nothing to argue about, even to talk about, no need to waste previous
time telling other people, or myself, that when there is rain there is wetness.
So I say nothing new about the Gulf or the English Tories, except to quote Dr. Johnson (perhaps not for the first time) whose melancholia enabled him to speak about today:
“Sir, I’d as soon have a man to break my bones as talk to me of public affairs, internal or
external. I have lived to see things all as bad as they can be.” (I have lived longer than he
did already!)
–
28

St George’s Day.
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Mary and I have recently had a weekend at Dillington on Stravinsky: we met some
new works (new to us) but could have done without Pulsinella, Mewseejetty, Calliopp
and Turpseekor!
–
I’ve just heard for the first time Max Bruch’s 3rd violin concerto: the BBC say it’s not
available on record or cassette. Do you know it?
–
My favourite stage-direction: in Shakespeare’s (?) “Pericles,” when P. is washed up
on the coast of Pentapolis (II i) – “Enter Pericles, wet.”
–
They continue to leave us: Bernstein, and now Aaron Copland. As Kipling’s undertaker horse asked, “Who’s the next?”
–
But I leave you to your “holding on to the best wherever you find it,” to the sea (I
too could not be without it – whatever it is and means (Byron knew)), and your boat.
Best wishes to you both
from us both ––
William

from ROBERT SIMPSON
SÍOCHÁIN, KILLELTON, near CAMP, TRALEE, Co.KERRY. EIRE. Tel 010-353-66 30213 (Tralee 30213) 6 i 91
Dear William,
My apologies for not answering your welcome letter sooner – this time of the year
is always chaotic. I’m now having a break from composition but will soon got back to it.
Next Sunday I’ll be off to Liverpool for the first performance of the 10th symphony,29 so
keep your fingers crossed! Orchestral first performances are always a bit of a nightmare,
since the orchestra sees the piece (which in this case is big and very difficult) for the first
time a couple of days before the concert, which inevitably is something of tightrope act. I
usually sit there sweating, though in this case we do have Vernon Handley conducting –
I have great confidence in him, and this symphony was written specially for him, without commission, so he’ll do his damnedest, which is considerable. He did a marvellous
job with No. 9.
We’ve just had an almighty storm here, wind Force 11 with gusts of 12 (hurricane
strength). 13 people killed, and lots of damage, though not to us fortunately. Thor was
certainly swinging his hammer with fearsome power. The forecast is that next week will
bring more, though not quite so violent – only ordinary gales! I hope it will be all right
for travelling next weekend.
In March I’ll be 70 and it looks as if various things may be happening in England
during the year. But I don’t yet know where I’ll be, or when. 1 hope to come to England
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Premiered by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley on 16 January 1991; the
London premiere performance took place on 31 January at the Royal Festival Hall by the same forces, the Hyperion
recording on 4 and 5 February 1991.
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as little as possible, even though it’s now Thatcherless. The inevitable cipher/creep has
replaced her. of course.
Best greetings to you both, as ever,
Bob

WESTROYD, 43, PRIMLEY ROAD, SIDMOUTH, DEVON, EX10 9LF
Tel.: Sidmouth 512113
Date: 27. vi 92
Dear Bob,
After a long interval I want to write to you, prompted by the recent broadcast
recordings from this year’s Malvern Festival and, in any case, just to ‘keep in touch.’
I heard the flute & cello concertos (I don’t favour concerti in an English content) &
the 15th string quartet.30 After the flute concerto I adapted what Dr. Pope is reported to
have said to Shelley: “Eh, Shelley, I see thou are very deep” (Dr. P. was a Quaker); “Eh,
Simpson, I see (hear) thou art very deep.” The announcer (too ‘jolly’ for me, as all the discjockeys are now on Radio 3) told us that the work was written in 1989, but in the Radio
Times (that tabloid) we were told that it was having its first performance! (The Radio 3
disc-jockeys are becoming more objectionable by the day. Recently one of them said that
after the exciting, or some such epithet, opening of Schumann’s Piano Quintet “the rest
of it is pretty good too”!)
You yourself described the ending of the cello concerto as ‘mysterious’; it certainly is,
and most impressively so; but the whole work ordered me to record it next time it’s broadcast & put it with the concertos by Vivaldi & Schumann & Shostakovich & Elgar & ...
You made the same point about the ending of the 15th string quartet: the work “subsides mysteriously”. And this is true of other pieces by you, and I wonder both why and
why not.
In answer to a question by Mr de Souza – one of the disc-jockeys – you agreed that
this quartet was influenced in its composition by the style, or method, of playing used by
the Vanbrugh S. Q.; and, probably because of the brevity & rush of the little interview
(why can’t the BBC be relaxed?), you could not make it clear, to me anyway, exactly how
this could be. What, for instance, about other groups who will perform the piece? Will
they have to study the Vanbrugh style & imitate it? Can only the Vanbrugh people handle the piece? What happens when they are no more?
–
In one of the interviews you spoke of your happiness now that you live in Eire.
Spenser also lived in Ireland, & E. de Selincourt wrote: “In truth, life in Ireland, with occasional visits to England, to quicken and to feed his interest in affairs, and at the same time
to make him appreciate more fully the peace that awaited him at home, was a good life
for the poet, and he knew it.” And so do you.
30

The Flute Concerto of 1989 was premiered on 24 May 1992 by Susan Milan and the City of London Sinfonia conducted by Richard Hickox, the 15th String Quartet by the Vanbrugh Quartet on 22 May 1992 and the Cello Concerto by
Raphael Wallfisch and the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley. Sadly, neither Concerto
has yet been released on CD.
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And if you ever, during one of your own occasional visits to England, approach the
southwest peninsula, to take a weekend course, say, you know that you will be welcome
here. As Dr. Burney said in a letter to Johnson: “How happy would your presence make
us over our tea, so often meliorated by your productions!”
–
Anything ‘new’ about or from Ruggiero Ricci? We hardly ever hear him these days.31
–
Mary joins me in congratulating and thanking you on and for these ‘productions’.
Sincerely,
William

William G. Bebbington
Westroyd
43 Primley Road
Sidmouth
Devon EX10 9LF
Telephone Sidmouth 512113
6. viii. 92
Dear Angela Simpson,
Thank you very much for your letter.
When I wrote my own previous one, I did not know that Bob had had a stroke last September; I wondered why he didn’t write to me but was content to conclude that he was
too busy to bother with such an essentially casual acquaintance as I am.
All I can say now, to avoid verbiage, is to ask you to spare the time to send me news of
him. Just a few lines will do, for I don’t suppose you have much spare time now. I don’t
want him to have his pain, and I do want to know that he is getting better and can do
some musical work if it’s at all possible.
You don’t need me to tell you – but I have to – that he is a fine man, a most refreshing
person, and very important. I say this after being with him, at Urchfont, for only one
weekend but after receiving several letters which have both delighted and instructed me.
So please pass to him the love which my wife, Mary, and I feel. We hope that you yourself are well and will have the strength to deal with this emergency.
Yours sincerely,
William

31 Ruggiero Ricci (born 1918 in San Bruno, California) ceased performing as a violinist in 2003, after a performing career

of no less than 75 years. Although he did not play much contemporary music, he recorded Malcolm Arnold’s Second
Violin Sonata and Benjamin Britten's Violin Concerto, as well as several works of Bartók, Hindemith, Milhaud,
Shostakovich, Stravinsky, though not the concertos of Elgar or Walton.
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ROBERT SIMPSON
GLEICHENSTEIN’S HAT. BEETHOVEN ESSAYS BY MAYNARD SOLOMON
HARVARD, 375 PP., £23.50, AUGUST 1988, [ISBN] 0 674 06377 5
London Review of Books, 14 September 1989, p. 18

In contemplating the psychology of a dead artist, referring to the only sure thing we have to go on - his work can be tricky: we are tempted into making the evidence conform to our theories, Freudian or other. Maynard
Solomon recognises this danger, but is not altogether saved from rashness. An example is his chapter on the
four dreams that Beethoven happened to describe (very briefly and sketchily) in letters. In one of these letters,
addressed to Ignaz von Gleichenstein, he says: ‘The night before last I had a dream in which you seemed to me
to be in a stable, where you were so wholly bewitched and captivated by a pair of magnificent horses that you
were oblivious to everything around you.’ That is all. In the same letter Beethoven refers to a hat which Gleichenstein seems to have asked him to collect from a shop. Beethoven says that when he collected it, it had a rip
in it, and he quite reasonably advises Gleichenstein to make the shop take it back, since it was so expensive. It
would be surprising if a psychoanalyst were to refrain from the usual sexual interpretation of the pair of horses. Solomon, however, goes on to explain that the rip in the hat bespeaks ‘the feminised son, castrated in the
presence of the copulating parents’. But the innocent hat was not part of the dream! To be fair, such mistakes
are quite uncharacteristic of Solomon: but one might wonder what his analyst would say about this one. In
another essay, Solomon devastatingly dismantles Editha and Richard Sterba’s aggressive theory about
Beethoven’s alleged homosexual interest in his nephew. Throughout the book we are aware of Solomon’s high
intelligence, the immense width of his reading and his often shrewd perceptions, as well as his deeply sympathetic approach to Beethoven’s day-to-day problems. As a psychoanalyst, Solomon must be expected to tackle
any human subject according to the ideas he espouses, and he is considerate enough to warn ‘those who cannot abide such speculations’ against Chapters Four, Five and Six, where he discusses Beethoven’s dreams, the
effect on him of the death in infancy of his elder brother (also Ludwig, born about a year earlier), and the psychological implications and consequences of his deafness. For my own part, I must confess to doubts about the
validity of such deductions, drawn from what is, after all, often flimsy and circumstantial evidence.
Solomon’s conclusions can sometimes be a little too ingenious. In Chapter Three, he discusses Beethoven’s so-called ‘nobility pretence’ - i.e. his failure to explain to the authorities the difference between the
Dutch ‘van’ and the German ‘von’. Did they really need educating in this? In public notices and correspondence
his name was often carelessly written with ‘von’; Goethe used ‘von’ in a letter mentioning Beethoven to his wife.
It was not an uncommon error and it does not prove that Beethoven deliberately pretended rank. His remark
‘My nobility is here and here’ (pointing to head and heart) suggests otherwise. At the court hearing on the
guardianship of his nephew Karl, Beethoven stated that he had no proof of nobility, and that ‘van’ was a Dutch
predicate which was not exclusively applied to the nobility. Solomon represents this as trying ‘to imply that he
was indeed noble’ – a not altogether fair assumption which illustrates the dangers of interpreting a statement
when one was not there to hear the tone of voice in which it was made, or sense the atmosphere in which it was
generated. It would be astonishing indeed if Beethoven’s ‘van’ had not caused confusion in Vienna, and even
more astonishing if he had meticulously corrected every mis-spelling of his name. If it was to his advantage not
to do so, he could scarcely be blamed in a milieu where lack of privilege could cause an individual insuperable
difficulties. He does not seem ever to have written ‘von’ in his own signature.
In the section called ‘Biography and Creativity’ Solomon points out what can be learned about the origins of a work by knowing what other music the composer knew, and for how long, what converse he had with
other people, what were his views, and not only on artistic matters. Can we, however, understand a work of art
without knowledge of or reference to the biography? Solomon says this is doubtless possible ‘on some fundamental level’, but
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beautiful forms, sensuous materials and the psychological universals embedded in art’s subject-matter
are sufficient to achieve a certain kind of unmediated response in the untutored individual, assuming his
existence in abstracto. But such responses do not exemplify a higher form of appreciation. Because his aesthetic sensibility is insufficiently formed the ‘innocent’ will respond ‘naturally’ to melodramatic or highly sensuous works but not to exquisite or formally demanding works. And he will respond, for example,
quite as intensely to Seneca’s Oedipus as to Sophocles’s, to Beethoven’s Wellington’s Victory as to his Fifth
Symphony. Such responses are to elemental feelings; to variations upon family romance myths, to simple oedipal conflicts writ large, or to works which arouse extremes of feeling – whether of altruism or
sexuality – via manipulative ruses rather than aesthetic processes.
Does he really mean that without biographical knowledge the ‘innocent’ listener can’t tell the difference
in quality between the Battle Symphony and No 5? Apart from the fact that these observations seem to refer to
simple-minded and not very attentive first hearings of music, the integrity of the Fifth and the casual sensationalism of the Battle Symphony arc obvious to all but the least sensitive or experienced listeners. No biographical gloss is needed to reveal the music’s spiritual and intellectual power, its essence, whatever its incidental origins. Solomon points out that we listen to Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony differently from ‘his other symphonies
because of its extra-musical associations – its title, its subtitle, its funeral march, and its quotation from The Creatures of Prometheus. Beethoven has attempted to shape our responses, to direct them along avenues selected by
himself.’ True - but every composer, by the very notes he employs, attempts to direct the listener’s responses
along avenues selected by himself. We must not confuse the issue: whatever words Beethoven used to describe
the Eroica, whatever the function in it of the funeral march, the work must have an integrity independent of such
matters. If the composer is successful in predisposing our minds by means of words, he has still to satisfy them
by artistic mastery. Solomon rightly reproaches ‘highly sophisticated critics who deny the value of biographical and psychological exegeses’. The common assertion that music means only itself is, pace Stravinsky, a fallacy, since everything we produce has manifold origins and therefore meanings. Art nevertheless has its own
inviolable and merciless standards, which in the end have to sweep all else away.
Solomon would not deny this, but it is a little disturbing to find him confusing different levels of attention. A great work of art will, on its own terms, continue indefinitely to offer deepening satisfaction, and a point
will never be reached at which biographical information becomes indispensable. The power of Beethoven’s
music is not enhanced one whit by our knowledge that he was deaf. We may be amazed – and yet, as Solomon
suggests, this very affliction may have assisted his ‘escape’ into his own world. If this was one of the means by
which such magnificent concentration was achieved, the concentration is no less remarkable because we think
we can give one possible reason for it. It would in any case be impossible without genius, which we cannot
explain.
This valuable book is rich in its perception of many things in Beethoven’s tormented life and in what it
says about his way of working. There is also new and admirably documented material about the ‘immortal
beloved’, now thought (convincingly) by Solomon to have been Antonie Brentano. He disposes of persistent
theories about Josephine Deym with wit and unimpeachable scholarship. There are absorbing discussions of
Beethoven’s views on art, religion and politics, and of his relationship to Schiller’s poetry. There is a detailed
account of his misapprehension (misrepresentation?) of his date of birth, closely connected to conjectures about
his psychological ‘symbiosis’ with his dead infant brother. This interesting matter we leave to the reader’s own
assessment. The book ends with the first complete English translation of the desultory diary Beethoven kept
between 1812 and 1818; it sometimes indicates Beethoven’s thoughts by means of quotations, one of the most
revealing being ‘He who will reap tears must sow love’ (Schiller). Much of the diary concerns trivial chores and
domestic worries; one should, he says, have different ear trumpets for music and speech, and also for halls of
various sizes. That he still played the piano to himself in 1816 is shown by the sentence: ‘Just as some time ago
[I am] again at the piano in my own improvisations, despite my hearing.’ The translation appears to be excellent, and even without its other admirable features, Solomon’s book would be worth having for this section
alone.
It remains to comment on the essay with which Solomon has chosen to begin the book - ‘A Search for
Order’. It is about the Ninth Symphony; and the order Solomon wishes to reveal seems to be based on various
thematic connections (some obvious, some not) which he finds in the work, and various uses (premonitory and
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retrospective) of intervals, particularly the fourth and fifth, throughout the symphony. These are frequently
given extra-musical connotations, as are scalic passages found to be common in the work. Some of these extramusical references may not convince those with different impressions of the music - is the scalewise contrary
motion at the end of the Adagio really ‘a symbol of yearning incompletion’? Whatever one’s view of such
details, it must be said that Solomon’s quest for the underlying order in the Ninth Symphony takes no account
of the nature of the musical current on which all these elements are carried and without which they would be
lifeless. Perhaps he senses this when he says:
Such connective features in a sonata cycle are often said to strengthen the work’s ‘organic’ structure. This
is an attractive suggestion. However, such procedures may in fact disrupt the organic flow of the materials and their orderly development. They may well obscure the underlying tonal and harmonic issues,
and to the extent that they are ‘foreign bodies’ in a movement, they may compel Beethoven to create
mixed forms to accommodate their presence. Ultimately, in seeking to accommodate such disruptive elements within essentially classical designs, Beethoven’s structural powers are put to their extreme test; he
succeeds in retaining each of the cross-references both as a functional image and as part of the formal
structure. The references become embedded within the form itself, lending coherence at the same time
that they press beyond the merely formal to extra-musical denotation.
Leaving aside the begged question about the nature of form itself and the distinction often erroneously
made between form and so-called content (if you alter one, do you not alter the other?), this still does not elucidate the momentum in Beethoven’s music. It is a plausible but rigid intellectual concept that does not clarify
the ‘organic’ process by which we feel the music’s vitality. If there are many extra-musical terms, we are bound
to end up either with a flabby romanticism or with a convoluted psychological construct; we have to understand the dynamic of Beethoven’s rhythm and harmony, which carries the thematic and intervallic details on its
tide and powers the motion of the work. These matters are difficult, and composers have more often learned
them instinctively than by rationalisation. The fact is that Beethoven’s supreme mastery of musical movement
is the key to understanding him; it is this that enables him to sweep through all argument, even when the materials themselves are mere formulae. All the great Classical composers have this ability, Beethoven more than
any other, and we have to come to terms with it. Sureness of movement becomes form. Music is the illumination of time.
Writing about music is almost impossible, and too important to be left to musicians. Non-musicians must
take care, however. Solomon’s ear may not always be precise enough. The dissonant fanfare at the start of the
finale is not on the simultaneously-sounded tonics of D minor and B flat major; it is a six/four D minor chord
with a flat sixth (B flat) in it. The chromatic C sharp in bars 10–11 of the Adagio is not behaving ‘almost as
though reaching out for D major’: it rises to the major third of B flat, a common appoggiatura in Classical harmony. It would have been more revealing to note Mahler’s plangent turning of major to minor by allowing this
chromatic note to persist unexpectedly, so illustrating a difference between Classical and Romantic. We do not
‘modulate’ from major to minor, as Solomon tells us on page 17; here, moreover (Finale, bar 530 and 535), we
are not on the dominant of B: it is a root chord of B major (530) and then B minor (535); the dominant of that key
has been reached already at 517. What edition, incidentally, supplies Solomon’s bar-numbers? They do not correspond to those in the Philharmonia miniature score.
In discussing the powerful tutti on a six/three D major chord at the recapitulation of the first movement
(beginning at bar 301), he does not mention that this very chord has been heard mysteriously at the start of the
development, 130 bars earlier, like a distant nebula into the heart of which we are eventually to be flung. Is this
recapitulation ‘catastrophic’? Surely Beethoven rose to something far beyond the ‘despair’ noted in the sketchbook. (How thrilling it would be to survive being flung into a supernova!) Schenker’s not very brilliant suggestion (mentioned by Solomon) that this recapitulation might be read as being on the dominant of G minor is
possible only because that is what the chord was when we heard it softly. Does Beethoven really offer a ‘new’
tonal ambiguity at the end of the symphony by omitting the third of the chord, having already done this very
thing at the end of the Scherzo? We can best appreciate the perfection of Beethoven’s ending of the symphony
by imagining the platitude of a major third on the second half of the penultimate bar. Last, a question for cosmologists. Solomon says: ‘Beethoven achieved what Schiller had thought in principle to be impossible - to map
the infinite without losing hold of the centre.’ Even God would have found this difficult.
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ROBERT SIMPSON IN CONVERSATION WITH BRUCE DUFFIE
VIA TELEPHONE ON 5 JANUARY 1991

This interview with Robert Simpson was done via telephone in January of 1991, not long
before his debilitating stroke. From my home in Chicago, I called the composer, whose
home on the coast of Ireland was being battered by a heavy storm .....

BD

Robert Simpson? This is Bruce Duffie in Chicago. How are you?

RS

I’m fine, thanks. We’re having a tremendous storm at the moment.

BD

Ah, well, we’re getting a little bit of snow and that’s about all.

RS
I’m a little surprised you got through because the telephones here may be at risk.
We’re having force 11 hurricane winds.
BD

I got through on the first try, as a matter of fact.

RS

Can you hear me all right?

BD

Yes, you’re coming through very loud and clear. Can you hear me all right?

RS

Yes, fine.

BD
Good, good. Let us get started then . . . . . You spent almost 30 years with the BBC
producing classical music programming. Was this new music or old music or both?
RS
All kinds. All kinds of serious music, that is. I started when the BBC third program
was in full swing. It had been going for about four years and was a very adventurous,
marvelous thing. It happened nowhere else before in the world so it was very exciting to
work on. We used to do all sorts of things that had been very neglected or too expensive
to be done before. I remember Berlioz’ Trojans, for instance, for the first time on the radio
with Beecham. That was very exciting. The third program wasn’t only a music program.
It was also drama and talks and science and philosophy. All kinds of subjects on that
level.
BD

Were you responsible for anything besides the music?

RS
No, only the music. I wasn’t responsible for all the music, of course. I was just one
of the staff who was doing the work.
BD
Because you were, even at that time, a noted composer yourself, did you have a lot
more sympathy for new music?
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RS
Well, yes, naturally. I had a fellow feeling for other sufferers. But, on the other
hand, the composer is not the person really to ask such questions because he tends to follow his own bent. He plows his own furrow and he takes what he needs and tends rather
to ignore the rest. I wasn’t able to do that. Being in the BBC, it was my job to listen to
everything, to hear as much as I could – everything that was going on – and to represent
it in the programs whether I liked it or not.
BD
Then how did you decide from amongst the possibilities, which you would select
for broadcast?
RS
We would discuss all these things. We had plenty different opinions and it came
out in the wash. Sometimes, perhaps, we did things that should not have been done and
we didn’t do things that should have been done, but everyone makes mistakes. I think on
the whole, though, we got a pretty good spectrum. I think the BBC at that time broadcast
a wider spectrum of contemporary music than anywhere else in the world.
BD

Is that still the case today?

RS
I’m not sure about it today. I think all that idealism has been abandoned. I think it
started to go wrong when the BBC started having to compete with the commercial radios
and television that were coming onto the scene. When they competed for large audiences,
standards dropped.
BD
One of the biographies I read of you says that you left over disagreements over
policy. What were the policies that you disagreed with?
RS
Well, it was partly begun by the fact that the BBC’s cultural standards were being
abandoned to some extent. It was partly for financial reasons and I think partly because the
people at the top of the BBC weren’t the kind of people who were interested in them at all.
They were interested in sports, in news, current affairs, the sort of thing that would attract
the mass audience, and so they began to starve out the cultural activities in the corporation.
Then in 1980, there was a move to abolish five of the BBC orchestras and throw all of these
musicians out of work. There was a musicians-union strike at the time and it was really
the last straw for me. I just resigned in protest and said what I thought of the BBC.
BD
If you could write your own ticket today, if you were completely in charge of the
whole thing, how would you organize the BBC now?
RS
I don’t know. The whole problem is so different. The world we live in now is different from the one that I lived in then. Now, getting towards being an old man, I hesitate to make suggestions of that kind. I certainly think that I would try to make the BBC
again the center of broadcasting in Britain, in the sense that it was maintaining standards
rather than merely competing with other people for the lowest common denominator. It
sounds snobbish, but it isn’t really, because I think that no country can call itself civilized
if it hasn’t got these things which should be there. They ought to be there even if nobody
wants them.
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BD
Then who should be deciding what the standards should be? Is it the cultural
administrator or the public or composers or who?
RS
I think in a broadcasting organization, you have to have a staff which is educated
and experienced and knows its stuff – knows what there is and knows how to discuss
intelligently what is to be produced. I think we did in the days of the Third Program just
following the war – in the late 40s and early 50s. Those are the times we had a real feeling of conviction about what we were doing, and we didn’t consider how many people
were listening. We considered, really, whether the thing we were doing was worth doing
regardless of box office, regardless of financial considerations.
BD

Was there a sense that you were writing history?

RS
Yes. We were. What we were doing was the envy of the whole broadcasting world,
and it was, to some extent, imitated later on in Germany and France, but very few other
places. You ask me what I would do now and that’s a rather impossible question because
all those things have been so much eroded and the situation has deteriorated to such an
extent that it would be a rather hopeless task, I think, trying to restore it.
BD

I see. You’d need a magic wand to put it back.

RS

I think you would, yes.
*****

BD
Let’s come ‘round to something a little more pleasant – that is, your music. You
have spent your entire life composing music that has a tonal center – tonal music – and
now it seems that style is coming back into fashion. Is that pleasing for you?
RS
Well, first of all, I’d say that my music hasn’t always got a tonal center in the old
sense, the classical sense. For instance, some of my works I wouldn’t be able to tell you
what key they were in. But one thing they do is to respect the nature of the intervals themselves. I think a lot of contemporary music doesn’t do that. And I try to see what kind of
energy can be got from the differences between, say, the 4th and the 5th and the 3rd and
the 7th and all the intervals between the notes. They create resonances which created
tonality in the first place and there are new ways of looking at that. Now that is a question of how they sound – it’s not a question of making patterns on paper with them. It’s
a question of deriving energy from the actual sounds themselves, from the intervals. And
then in the last decade or 15 years or so, I’ve been doing more and more along those lines
and writing in definite keys as the classical composers did. But what I’m doing, I think,
derives from them rather than from some of the experiments of the present day.
BD
So then you took and worked with what you had and brought it farther along,
rather than starting with something new.
RS
Yes. People sometimes call me a conservative for that, but I regard myself as a conservationalist.
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BD

That’s in vogue today. (Both laugh)

RS
Well, I’m not interested in vogue. I think “vogue” has ruined composers. Composers have often been in vogue and then faded out. What’s in fashion is not important.
What is in the substance of the music is what is important. That is what I would try to
preserve or try to achieve. And, well, if people want it, that’s nice. If they don’t, at least
I’ve done my best.
BD

Do you expect to have an audience for your music?

RS
I would hope so, naturally. I think that if you write music, you don’t write it in a
vacuum. You write it for people. Music is for people, not for experts so you hope that
someone will cotton on to what you’re doing and that someone will respond to it. This
seems to be happening, I think, now.
BD

Have all of your pieces been performed publicly?

RS
Yes. I don’t think there’s been anything – except things that are still waiting for a
performance.
BD

But essentially, they’ve all been done. Nothing’s lying in a drawer?

RS

No, no. Everything’s sort of alive at the moment.

BD
Then have you basically been pleased with the performances you’ve heard of your
music over the years?
RS
They vary. They vary. Chamber music performances are always much better, of
course. A string quartet, for instance, will live with a piece before they play it. They’ll
work on it for weeks, months, and then when they play it, they’ll know it by heart. For an
orchestra, of course, if you get a first performance of a symphony, the players see it for
the first time two days before the concert. So at the concert, they’re still hanging on for
grim death, counting and watching the beat and sitting on the edge of their seat, and the
chances are that very little of the music will come across even though the notes may be
accurate. So orchestral music is less likely to be successfully performed the first time than
chamber music. As far as orchestral music is concerned, I tend to get along with Schoenberg who said his music is not difficult. It’s only badly played.
BD

(laughs) Well, I assume that occasionally yours is brilliantly played.

RS

Sometimes, of course. Especially on records where they get a chance to get it right.

BD
I was going to ask if you were pleased with the records because they have a little
more permanence than a concert that is given and gone.
RS
Yes. I’ve been very delighted with Vernon Handley and the works that have been
recorded so far. He’s a marvelous conductor. You ought to know more of him in America. You should have him conduct something over there. He’s a marvelous conductor and
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he understands my music right from the word go. He really wants to do it. He wants to
understand it. He wants to get inside it. And what I like very much about him is that he’s
always got positive ideas of his own which shows that he’s thought about the music. He’s
not really a person who mechanically wants to reproduce what the composer is asking
for. He’s got qualitive, substantive ideas which are discussed with you and he asks you
about. He’s very stimulating and interesting to work with.
BD
Then how much interpretation do you expect on the part of the performers – either
the quartet players or the conductor, or even the members of the orchestra?
RS
A lot. A lot. I think if a piece of music’s got anything in it, there are going to be a
million ways of playing it. There’s not just one way of playing the ‘Eroica’ Symphony, is
there? We’ve had many different interpretations of it and I think the best ones, the
strongest ones, the ones with the most consistency will have a lot of differences between
them. And I think that Beethoven would probably have been very interested in all of them.
BD
You don’t find, then, that perhaps a recording of one of your works might hamper
a little of the creativity as they strive to make a live performance a duplicate of the disc?
RS
Well, I don’t think anybody who’s going to do that has got much in him anyway.
I think that a conductor or a performer who wants to perform it will learn it from the
score and form his ideas about it. I often find most of them don’t want to hear a recording of it before they play it. They don’t want to be influenced or disturbed with somebody
else’s conception of it. They want to form a strong idea of their own.
BD

Then listen to the recording afterwards?

RS

Afterwards, yes.
*****

BD
Let’s come back to the compositional process. When you’re writing a score and
you’ve got the pen or the pencil in your hand, are you always in control, or are there times
when that pencil seems to lead your hand as it goes across the page?
RS
Neither of those things really is the explanation. I think what happens is you follow
the ideas of the music. Carl Nielsen said something marvelous. He said, “What is most
important is not what the composer wants, but what the music wants.” You have to follow what is necessary. And, incidentally, I use his pencil – Carl Nielsen’s pencil – which
was given to me by his daughter in 1965. I’ve composed everything with it since. He wrote
all his works for the last 6 years of his life with it. It was given to him on his 60th birthday. It’s a gold-plated propelling ever sharp pencil. So maybe the pencil does do some of
it. I don’t know. (Laughs) Mahler is not a composer I admire unreservedly, though I find
him always fascinating, but he said something I agree with. He said, “We do not compose. We are composed.” In other words, it’s an argument against free will, I suppose.
BD
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You have no free will at all?
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RS
No, I don’t think so. I think you just have to go the way the music insists on going.
You have to say to yourself, “Does this feel right?” If it doesn’t feel right, then you have
to abandon it. If it does, you go on from there. It’s a question of feeling. It’s not just a question of making a detailed plan beforehand and working it out intellectually or making a
patent which some composers do. It must be feeling or it will never arouse anybody else.
BD
When you’re working with the score and tinkering with it, how do you know
when to put the pencil down, when to say it is finished and ready to be launched?
RS
I get to the end. I start at the beginning and I get to the end. When I get to the end,
I look back over it and I think to myself, is there anything I can improve. Quite often there
is. But eventually it comes to a point when you think you can’t do any more. I have to leave
it at that. It’s as good as I can make it. You have to be humble enough know when to stop.
*****
BD

Let me ask the great big philosophical question. What is the purpose of music?

RS
I don’t know what is the purpose of anything, really. Music is one of these things
that we do which happens, which we have inside us. It’s like all the other things that we
feel we need to do, we want to do. One thing I would say is that any artist will produce
something which says something that he needs to say or feels he needs to say. He may
not even know why he needs to say it. He does it because he has to. I’m quite sure my
own music must reflect something of what I think and believe and feel even though I may
not be able to define it exactly. For instance, I could tell you that I have strong, very strong
views outside music. I am, for instance, a pacifist and a vegetarian and I have these
extremely strong convictions about these matters which I stick to and they influence the
whole of my life. Therefore, they must influence my music. My being a pacifist must
influence it because I feel that the world is in very great danger. I think that we now have
the means to destroy everything on this planet 10 times over and sooner or later, it’s likely to be used, unless we can get rid of it. I don’t think we can get rid of it unless we get
rid of violence.
BD

Then, do you find that your music becomes political or a political statement?

RS
It becomes a statement about my feelings about the world. I can’t really define it
exactly. I can’t tell you this bar means this or that, this movement means this or that. I can
only try to write the kind of music that seems to me constructive and vital. It has positive
energies in it. In other words, I think the artist’s job is to try to spread as much sanity
around him as he can, even if he feels the situation is hopeless, which, in fact, I do. I’m
not optimistic about the future of the world. I think the world is going to come to a nasty,
sticky end sooner or later. But, at the same time, I feel it’s necessary to go on as if this is
not the case. You need to just spread sanity around you because that’s the only way in
which you can influence events. You can talk, of course, as I’m doing now, but it’s your
work that will be there when you’re gone.
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BD
Would it be a huge mistake to play one of your symphonies for a General or an
Admiral?
RS
I don’t know how it would be appropriate. It’s difficult to say. I would hope that
if a General or an Admiral heard one of my symphonies, it might influence them in certain positive ways. But I don’t know. These are not questions which are easy to answer.
Actually, vegetarianism is all part of the same thing, as far as I’m concerned, because I
believe the root of the matter is violence. If the human race could get rid of violence, then
it would be able to get rid of nuclear weapons, and it would be able to get rid of war altogether. But it’s violence that’s created nuclear weapons. I also believe that if we are going
to ever stop killing and mutilating and murdering each other, the first step we have to
take is take to stop doing it to the defenseless, speechless fellow creatures that we feed on
or just kill for the sake of pleasure. So that’s the beginning. That’s the first step we have
to take if we’re ever going to stop killing each other.
BD

So your music does reflect this whether you try to have it in there or not?

RS
Yes. I think my music also reflects some violence too. There’s a good piece of violence in the world because you can’t just bury your head in the sand and close your eyes
to everything and turn your back on it.
BD

You try to show violence for what it is and try to get people to see the horror of it?

RS
Well, I try to put violence in some kind of context of sanity and say, “There it is,
and what are we going to do about it?” These things are rather difficult to talk about,
aren’t they?
BD

Of course, but they are in your music.

RS

I would hope so. I’m not conceited enough to think I’ve succeeded.
*****

BD

I assume you continue to write every day.

RS
Yes. Most days. I work in the mornings. I moved here to Ireland, which is a lovely, peaceful country. It’s very beautiful. We live about 300 feet up the side of a mountain
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean and we can see mountains and fields and beaches. Miles
and miles of sandy beaches. There’s nobody on them.
BD

Sounds wonderful.

RS
Oh, it’s wonderful. And the contrast with London is magnificent. So I work here
every morning after breakfast until lunchtime. If I feel like going on after that, then I do.
If I don’t, I do something else. There are two dogs here and three cats.
BD
Are the works that you write on commission or are they things you just feel you
have to write?
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RS
Most of the works are commissioned. I seem to have quite a list of commissions at
the moment to work through before I can do anything on my own. That really doesn’t
make all that difference. Somebody asks me to write a string quartet, then it’s going to be
my string quartet. I start with it. You’re entirely free when you have a commission, to
write what kind of music that you want.
BD

How do you decide which commissions you will accept and which you’ll decline?

RS
It depends. I like to try to accept most things because if I haven’t done it before, it’s
a challenge, something that I would like to attempt. Julian Bream, for instance, wants me
to write him a guitar piece. This terrifies the life out of me because I don’t know anything
about the guitar. I had a session with him and he showed me a few tricks and I shall have
a crack at it.
BD

Good luck with it! What is the Robert Simpson Society?

RS
Well, that is a lot of very nice people who got together to try and do something for
my music. I had nothing to do with it. In fact, I tried to discourage them in the first place
because I think often these pressure groups can create resistance as much as enthusiasm.
Enthusiasm is often counterproductive so I tried to dissuade them. But they were very
determined and they managed to do quite a lot. They helped get some of the records
made and they’ve spread quite a lot of information about. They’re just about to bring out
a little booklet about my music, about my symphonies. It’s articles and things by different people about the different symphonies.
BD
Are most of the things that are written about your symphonies and other works
accurate?
RS

Well, they vary. As Sibelius said, “Nobody ever erected a statue to a critic.”

BD
As you approach your 70th birthday, are you pleased with where you stand in
terms of your music and other music?
RS
I don’t know. I look back on what I’ve done so far and I think, well, I could have
done a lot better. I think I might have done a little better. I don’t know. In comparison with
other music, I wouldn’t like to venture [an opinion] at all. The great ideal in my musical
life has always been Beethoven. He is, for me, the greatest composer that ever lived. I am
continually learning from him about humanity as well as about music, and he’s been an
enormous inspiration for me. There are other composers that I’ve been inspired by. I
think influences are very important. I don’t think a composer should be afraid of it, but I
think that’s one of the troubles today. People are scared stiff of showing the influence of
somebody. They think they must be absolutely different in every conceivable way, for
them to start from nothing – a vacuum. Your influences are what you are. Like the food
you eat, you are what you eat, aren’t you? The music you absorb is what has formed you.
If you’d never heard any music, I would think you would never want to be a musician.
So that’s the important thing. You should embrace influences enthusiastically.
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BD

Is composing fun?

RS
It’s absorbing. It’s totally absorbing. It’s very exhausting, of course. You’ve got to
give it everything you’ve got. And it’s exciting. Fun is not a word I’d use, really. It’s exciting and sometimes exasperating and terrifying and all kinds of things. I wouldn’t do anything else. I’m not capable of doing anything else. My hobby is astronomy, actually, with
a telescope. That’s the only other thing I know much about.
BD

Are you getting influences from the stars?

RS
Well, I don’t know. I am fascinated, of course, by the immensity of the universe,
and the awesome nature of everything. I suppose that might creep into the music somehow.
BD

Do you feel that the music you write would be accepted on other celestial bodies?

RS
Ha! I don’t know about that. I don’t even know if they have any music on other
celestial bodies. (Laughter)
BD

Do you have any advice for other composers?

RS
Well, I would say do what you feel is right and be absolutely honest with yourself.
Be ruthlessly brutally honest with yourself. When you write something down, say to
yourself, “Does this feel right?” If it doesn’t, get rid of it. If it does, hang on to it and work
on it. Be absolutely, brutally honest with yourself. That’s the only advice you can offer
anybody. I would never teach composition because I don’t really think it’s possible. I
don’t know really how I do it myself so how the heck can I tell anybody else?
BD

I assume it’s a combination of inspiration and technique.

RS
Yes. Well, it’s experience. Technique is only experience, really, knowing what you
can do with material. You’re finding out new things all the time. There is no such thing
as a regular, established technique. So-called technique develops as you work and
changes as your ideas change. Your ideas dictate technique and become your music.
BD

Well, I am very glad that the world is able to absorb the music of Robert Simpson.

RS

Well, thank you. I hope it won’t want to spit it out after it’s absorbed it.

BD
(laughs) I’m sure not. I’m sure not. I appreciate you spending some time with me
this afternoon. I have learned a lot about your music and about your ideas.
RS

Well, come over to Ireland and see us here. You’re very welcome.

BD
Thank you for the invitation. I will try to come at some point. Thank you so very,
very much.
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